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Most reported multiuser detection techniques for CDMA systems need the channel estimation including the delay spread and the
parameters of the multipath channel of the desired user. This paper proposes an intersymbol decorrelating detector that makes
use of the cross-correlation matrix constructed by the consecutively received symbols. The proposed detector is attractive for its
simplicity because no channel estimation is required except for the synchronization of the desired user. Compared with other
reported multiuser detectors, simulation results show that the proposed detector provides a good performance when the active
users have significant intersymbol interference.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blind multiuser detection for code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) systems has flourished rapidly in recent years. The
general ground work of blind multiuser detection was first
reported in [1], in which it was assumed that the detector
had no priori knowledge except for the signature waveform
and timing of the desired user. Without considering the mul-
tipath, a blind minimum output energy (MOE) detector was
proposed in [1], and later the canonical subspace representa-
tion of decorrelating detector andminimummean square er-
ror (MMSE) detector were reported in [2]. In [3], a reduced-
rank MOE detector was proposed by using array processing
techniques. However, these detectors would not work prop-
erly when the intersymbol interference (ISI) could not be ig-
nored. In asynchronous CDMA systems, the ISI is generated
by the delays and the multipath channels of the active users.
In order to overcome the influence of the ISI, several ap-
proaches for channel estimation were developed in [4, 5, 6],
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and a number of improved subspace detectors were proposed
by exploiting the channel estimation in [7, 8, 9]. Since the
channel estimation increases the computational complexity
of the detectors substantively, a reduced computational con-
strained optimization solution was proposed with a sacri-
fice of the performance (inferior to MMSE detector) [10].
However, all these methods need to estimate the delay spread
and the parameters of the multipath channel of the desired
user. Hence, one possible drawback for these methods is that
the channel estimation may suffer from variations of chan-
nel and noise environment, which definitely deteriorates the
performance of the detection.

Attempt is reported in this paper to avoid channel esti-
mation based on a newmultiuser detection scheme to exploit
the intersymbol information, which has not been considered
in the previously reported detectors. It is noted that in asyn-
chronous CDMA systems, the current received signal has cer-
tain correlation with its preceeding and succeeding ones due
to the existence of ISI andMAI. This paper presents an inter-
symbol decorrelating detector for asynchronous CDMA sys-
tems with multipath. The basic idea of the proposed detec-
tor is to construct an intersymbol cross-correlation matrix
of the consecutively received symbols, and then to derive the
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decorrelating detector [11] for the desired user. It is shown
that the proposed detector can be implemented conveniently
without the estimation of the delay spread and the multipath
channel of the desired user. Simulation results show that the
proposed detector achieves a promising performance espe-
cially when the active users have significant intersymbol in-
terference.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, sig-
nal model is presented to express asynchronous CDMA sys-
tem in fading multipath channels. By constructing the cross-
correlation matrix, Section 3 develops an intersymbol decor-
relating detector. In Section 4, simulation examples are pro-
vided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed de-
tector. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. SIGNALMODEL

We consider a DS-CDMA system with K users and a normal-
ized spreading factor ofN chips per symbol. The transmitted
signal due to the kth user is given by

yk(t) = Ak

∞∑
i=−∞

bk[i]sk(t − iT), (1)

where T is the symbol duration,Ak and bk[i] ∈ {+1,−1} are,
respectively, the amplitude and the symbol stream of the kth
user. The signature waveform sk(t) is of the form

sk(t) =
N−1∑
j=0

ck[ j]ψ
(
t − jTc

)
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , (2)

where ck[ j] = ±1 (0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1) is the spreading se-
quence allocated to the kth user and ψ(t) is the normalized
chip waveform with a duration Tc = T/N . The discrete-time
expression of the transmitted signal of user k at the chip rate
is obtained by a multirate convolution

yk(n) =
∞∑

i=−∞
bk(i)c̄k(n− iN), (3)

where c̄k(n) = Akck(n) for n = 0, . . . ,N − 1. By propagating
through the asynchronousmultipath channel that is assumed
to have a maximum length of M (M < N), the received sig-
nal due to user k can be expressed by [12]

rk(n) =
∞∑

m=−∞
yk(m)gk

(
n− dk −m

)
, (4)

where gk(m) �= 0, 0 ≤ m ≤M, is themth complex multipath
parameter for user k and 0 ≤ dk < N is the delay of user k in
terms of the chip duration. Based on (3) and (4), we obtain

rk(n) =
∞∑

m=−∞
bk(m)hk

(
n− dk −mN

)
, (5)

where

hk(n) =
∞∑

j=−∞
c̄k( j)gk(n− j). (6)

Then, the received signal is the superposition of the signals
from all K users plus additive complex white Gaussian noise,
that is,

r(n) =
K∑
k=1

rk(n) + v(n), (7)

where v(n) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian variable with
a variance of σ2. From (6) and denoting hk,all = [hk(0),
hk(1), . . . ,hk(N − 1 + M)]H as the signature vector of user
k, we obtain

hk,all=C̄kgk, (8)

where

C̄k =



c̄k(0) 0
...

. . . c̄k(0)

c̄k(N − 1)
. . .

...

0
. . . c̄k(N − 1)

 , gk =


gk(0)
...

gk(M)

 ;
(9)

gk is the kth user’s multipath channel vector. According to
(5), we denote

rk(n) =


rk(nN)

...
rk(nN +N − 1)

 , hk =


0

hk(0)
...

hk
(
N − dk − 1

)

 ,
(10)

h̄k =


hk
(
N − dk

)
...

hk(N +M − 1)
0

 . (11)

The nth received symbol vector for user k can be given by

rk(n) = hkbk(n) + h̄kbk(n− 1), (12)

and r(n) = [r(nN), . . . , r(nN +N − 1)]T , which is the vector
of the received symbols from all users, is given by

r(n) =
K∑
k=1

rk(n) + v(n) = Hb(n) + v(n), (13)

where H = [h1, . . . ,hK , h̄1, . . . , h̄K ] is the signature ma-
trix of all users with full column rank 2K , b(n) =
[b1(n), . . . , bK (n), b1(n− 1), . . . , bK (n− 1)]T contains the re-
ceived bits of K users, and v(n) = [v(nN), . . . , v(nN + N −
1)]T is the independent white Gaussian noise vector.
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3. INTERSYMBOL DECORRELATING DETECTOR

We assume without loss of generality that user 1 is the desired
user, and that the receiver is synchronized to user 1, that is,
d1 = 0. Then, the signal in (13) can be written as

r(n) = h1b1(n) + h̄1b1(n− 1) + H̃b̃(n) + v(n), (14)

where H̃ = [h2, . . . ,hK , h̄2, . . . , h̄K ] and b̃(n) = [b2(n), . . . ,
bK (n), b2(n − 1), . . . , bK (n − 1)]T are, respectively, the sig-
nature matrix and the received bits of the interfering users.
It is noted from (14) that only the first M entries of h̄1 are
nonzero. Thus, the ISI caused by h̄1 can be removed by trun-
cating the first G ≥ M entries of r(n). For convenience and
without loss of generality, it is assumed that G ≥M to obtain

r(n) = h1b1(n) + H̃b̃(n) + v(n), (15)

where r(n) is an (N −G)× 1 vector which consists of the last
N − G entries of r(n). Similarly, h1, H̃, and v(n) are com-
posed of the last N −G rows of h1, H̃, and v(n), respectively.
It is assumed throughout the paper that [h1H̃] is of full col-
umn rank. The signal in (15) is a truncation of the signal in
(14) which indicates that the ISI of the desired user is elimi-
nated. In the following analysis, G is selected as a fixed num-
ber which is assumed to be not smaller thanM. It should be
pointed out that when the selected G is not smaller than M,
the ISI of the desired user in (15) cannot be totally removed.
In this case, the performance of the proposed detector will
suffer deterioration. The influence of the selection of G on
the detector will be simulated and analyzed in Section 4.

In (15), the ISI of the interfering users still exist as their
nonzero delays. This is an advantageous property for the fol-
lowing proposed intersymbol cross-correlation matrix.

Based on the signal model of (15), a linear detector for
user 1 can be represented by a vector w1, which is applied to
the received signal r(n). Then, the nth bit of user 1 can be
estimated according to the following rule:

b̂1[n] = sgn
{�(wH

1 r(n)
)}
. (16)

In this paper, a linear decorrelating detector is developed
to utilize the intersymbol information of (15). We first con-
struct the autocorrelation matrix of the received signal r(n),
which is given by

R = E
{
r(n)r(n)H

} = h1hH1 + H̃H̃H + σ2IN−G, (17)

where IN−G is an (N −G)× (N −G) unitary matrix. A useful
cross-correlation matrix of the received signal r(n) is con-
structed to obtain the intersymbol information, that is,

R̄ = E
{
r(n)r(n + 1)H

}
+ E
{
r(n)r(n− 1)H

}
= H̃

[
0 IK−1

IK−1 0

]
H̃H.

(18)

In (18), R̄ is made up of the cross-correlation of the consec-
utively received signals. It is noted that R̄ only contains the
signature matrix of all interfering users except for the desired
user because the ISI of the desired user has been truncated in
(15). By performing an eigendecomposition of the matrix R
and R̄, we obtain

R = [Us,Un
][Λs

Λn

][
Us,Un

]H
= UsΛsUH

s +UnΛnUH
n ,

(19)

R̄ = [Ūs, Ūn
][Λ̄s

0

][
Ūs, Ūn

]H
= ŪsΛ̄sŪH

s ,

(20)

where Λs = diag(λ1, . . . , λ2K−1) contains (2K − 1) largest
eigenvalues of the signal subspace in R, and Us contains
the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. Both Λn =
σ2IN−G−2K+1 and Un are, respectively, eigenvalues and or-
thonormal eigenvectors of the noise subspace. Similarly, Λ̄s =
diag(λ̄1, . . . , λ̄2K−2) contains (2K − 2) nonzero eigenvalues
and Ūs contains the corresponding eigenvectors. Obviously,
R̄ contains ISI and MAI of all interfering users.

The construction of R̄ plays a key role for the following
derived decorrelating detector. Since R̄ is formed from the
cross-correlationmatrix of consecutively received signals, the
proposed detector is then named as intersymbol decorrelat-
ing detector.

We consider the relationship between the subspace
spanned by R̄ and the subspace spanned by H̃.

Proposition 1. The null space of Ūs in (20) is equal to the null
space of H̃ in (15), that is,

null(H̃) = null(Ūs) = range
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
. (21)

For the proof, see Appendix A.
Proposition 1 shows that IN−G−ŪsŪH

s projects any signal
onto the null space of H̃. Since H̃ only contains the signature
vectors of interfering users, it is natural to explore the opti-
mal linear detector by removing the influence generated by
H̃. In [2], the decorrelating detector for user 1 is defined as
the unique signal d ∈ range(Us), such that dHh1 > 0 and
dHH̃ = 0, where Us is given by (19). Clearly, the decorre-
lating detector for user 1 is orthonormal to H̃. Then, con-
sidering the property of Proposition 1, another form of the
decorrelating detector is proposed for the desired user, which
is given by the following proposition

Proposition 2. In terms of the matrix R̄ in (18), the decorre-
lating detector for user 1 in (15) can be given by

d1 =
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1. (22)

For the proof, see Appendix B.
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Proposition 2 shows that d1 is equivalent to the decorre-
lating detector for the desired user.

We now consider the blind implementation of d1. Utiliz-
ing the property of Proposition 1, (15) is directly projected
onto IN−G − ŪsŪH

s to obtain

r̃(n) = (IN−G − ŪsŪH
s

)
r(n)

= (IN−G − ŪsŪH
s

)[
h1b1(n) + H̃b̃(n) + v(n)

]
= (IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)[
h1b1(n) + v(n)

]
,

(23)

where the third equality follows from Proposition 1, that is,
(IN−G − ŪsŪH

s )H̃ = 0. It is clear from (23) that the MAI and
ISI of all interfering users are removed from r̃(n). The auto-
correlation matrix of r̃(n) can be given by

R̃ = E
{
r̃(n)r̃H(n)

}
= (IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)(
h1hH1 + σ2IN−G

)(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
= (IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1hH1

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
+ σ2

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
.

(24)

We next premultiply d1 by R̃ to obtain

R̃d1 = R̃
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1

= [(IN−G − ŪsŪH
s

)
h1hH1

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
+ σ2

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)](
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1

= [hH1 (IN−G − ŪsŪH
s

)
h1 + σ2

](
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1.

(25)

Clearly, the decorrelating detector of the desired user d1,
that is (IN−G − ŪsŪH

s )h1, is an eigenvector of R̃ with the
corresponding eigenvalue hH1 (IN−G − ŪsŪH

s )h1 + σ2. In fact,
hH1 (IN−G− ŪsŪH

s )h1 +σ2 is the largest eigenvalue of R̃. In or-
der to prove this, we consider the rest of the eigenvectors of
R̃. Denoting u as an eigenvector of R̃ which is orthogonal to
d1, that is uH(IN−G − ŪsŪH

s )h1 = 0, we have

R̃u = [(IN−G − ŪsŪH
s

)
h1hH1

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
+ σ2

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)]
u

= σ2
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
u,

(26)

where the second equality follows from uH(IN−G −
ŪsŪH

s )h1 = 0. It is clear from (26) that hH1 (IN−G−ŪsŪH
s )h1+

σ2 is the largest eigenvalue of R̃, and all of the other eigenval-
ues of R̃ are smaller than σ2. Therefore, the proposed detector
d1 can be implemented by calculating the principle eigenvec-
tor of R̃, that is,

d1 =
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1

= argmax R̃

= argmax
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
R
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
.

(27)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the implementation of the pro-
posed intersymbol decorrelating detector. It is observed from
Algorithm 1 that the realization of the detector is very simple.

Sampling frame: r(0), r(1), . . . , r(P).
Step 1. Compute autocorrelation and cross-correlation:

R = 1
P + 1

∑P
n=0 r(n)r(n)

H ,

R̄ = 1
P

(∑P
n=0 r(n− 1)r(n)H +

∑P
n=1 r(n)r(n− 1)H

)
.

Step 2. Compute eigendecomposition of R̄:

R̄ = [Ūs, Ūn]
[
Λ̄s

0

]
[Ūs, Ūn]H = ŪsΛ̄sŪH

s .

Step 3. Form decorrelating detector:

d1 =Max-eigenvector (IN−G − ŪsŪH
s )R(IN−G − ŪsŪH

s ).

Algorithm 1: Blind intersymbol decorrelating detector.

No information is needed on background noise level, the de-
lay spread, the parameters of the multipath channel, or even
the spreading sequence of the desired user. The only require-
ment is the synchronization of the desired user. In contrast,
some of these parametersmust be known or estimated for the
detectors of [7, 8, 12]. It should be pointed out that the basic
idea of the proposed detector is to utilize the eigendecompo-
sition of the cross-correlationmatrix R̄ to null out the ISI and
MAI of all interfering users. According to (15), R̄ has 2(K−1)
eigenvectors spanned by hkh̄Hk + h̄khHk for k = 2, . . . ,K . How-
ever, if the kth interfering user has similar delays to that of
the desired user, that is, dk ≈ 0, the eigenvalues correspond-
ing to the kth user in R̄ will be small since only the first dk
entries of h̄k are nonzero. Because it is usually difficult to esti-
mate the small eigenvalue’s subspace accurately, more errors
will occur on the estimation of the kth user’s eigenvectors
in step 2 of Algorithm 1 for small dk. In this case, the esti-
mated Ūs may lose a part of the kth user’s information and
the proposed detector cannot totally null out the interference
of the kth user. Then, the performance of the proposed de-
tector will be deteriorated, which will be shown in the next
section.

Remark 1. Since the proposed detector relies heavily on the
perfect synchronization of the desired user, errors of the syn-
chronization may deteriorate the performance of the pro-
posed detector. However, the synchronization of the desired
user or, equivalently, the available delay information of the
desired user is a basic prerequirement for all linear multiuser
detectors. All of the detectorsmentioned in this paper require
the available knowledge of the delay of the desired user, and
the error of the synchronization will definitely deteriorate the
performance of these detectors. In practical CDMA systems
such as CDMA 2000, special synchronization channel is al-
located in order to obtain the precise timing information of
the desired user.

Remark 2. Compared with the conventional subspace decor-
relating detector in [2], the proposed intersymbol decorre-
lating detector has a simpler implementation. By assuming
the synchronization of the desired user, the decorrelating de-
tector in [2] also needs to estimate the multipath channel
response vector of the desired user g1 and the variance of
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Figure 1: BER of various decorrelating detectors: G = 5, K = 8,
dk ≥ 8 (k = 2, . . . , 8).

the background noise σ2. However, the channel estimation
will increase the complexity of the detector and the chan-
nel estimation error will deteriorate the performance of the
detector. Such required channel estimations are removed in
the proposed detector by introducing an intersymbol cross-
correlation matrix R̄, which leads to a simpler implementa-
tion. In addition, the proposed method makes an unstruc-
tured assumption on the received desired waveform. It is
generally true that an estimator under structured assump-
tions performs better than that under unstructured assump-
tions. Since the conventional detectors in [2] use a struc-
tured assumption on the received desired waveform in which
only the multipath coefficients are not known, these detec-
tors normally achieve better performance compared with the
proposed detctor.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, experimental results are provided to illus-
trate the performance of the proposed intersymbol decorre-
lating detector. The proposed method is tested in an asyn-
chronous CDMA system with K = 8 users and spread-
ing gain N = 31. The spreading sequences for all users
are generated by Gold codes. For both cases, we simu-
late a severe near-far situation that each interfering user
is at least with a power of 10 dB more than that of the
desired user. Meanwhile, user 1 is assumed to be syn-
chronized and all interfering users have the delay smaller
than the duration of one symbol. The multipath gains in
each user’s channel are randomly chosen and kept fixed.
The multipath gains have been normalized with equal
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Figure 2: BER of various decorrelating detectors: G = 5, K = 8,
d2 = 3, d3 = 2, dk ≥ 8 (k = 4, . . . , 8).

power. We compare the performance of three decorrelat-
ing detectors, that is, the optimal decorrelating detector,
the proposed detector, and the spatio-temporal decorrelat-
ing detector in [7]. The proposed detector is implemented
by Algorithm 1, where the length of signal frame is P = 500.
The truncating window of the proposed detector is G = 5,
that is, the first five entries of the received signal vector are
truncated to remove the ISI of the desired user.

Figure 1 compares the performance of these detectors
under different delay spreads of the multipath channel. In
this example, the initial delay dk of each interfering user is as-
sumed to be randomly distributed between 8 and 31 in terms
of the chip cycle Tc, that is, the interfering users have signifi-
cant intersymbol interference. It is seen that the BERs of the
proposed detector are close to the true optimal decorrelating
detector and are always better than that of spatio-temporal
decorrelating detector [7] when the delay spreads of the mul-
tipath channel are 3 and 5. This is because the signal channel
is ideal for the proposed detector, that is, the ISI of the desired
user is totally removed because M ≤ G, and all interfering
users have significant intersymbol interference as the delay
dk ≥ 8. When the delay spread of the multipath channel in-
creases to 7, the performance of the proposed detector suffers
more deterioration and is close to that of the spatio-temporal
decorrelating detector. The reason for such deterioration is
that the signal in (15) cannot totally remove the ISI of the
desired user in the case ofM > G. Hence, the remanent ISI of
the desired user in R̄ will influence the accuracy of the pro-
posed detector. Figure 2 also compares the performance of
the above detectors with different delay spreads of the multi-
path channel. In this example, two users are assumed to have
similar delays to that of user 1, that is, d2 = 3 and d3 = 2,
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while the other five interfering users’ delays are larger than
or equal to 8 Tc. It is seen that the performances of the opti-
mal detector and the spatio-temporal detector in Figure 2 are
similar to their performances in Figure 1. However, the inter-
fering user’s delay has obvious influence on the performance
of the proposed detector. In Figure 2, the proposed detector
has higher BERs compared with that in Figure 1. Meanwhile,
the performance of the proposed detector is inferior to that
of the spatio-temporal detector except when the multipath
length M = 3. As explained in the previous section, this is
because the eigenvalues corresponding to user 2 and user 3
in R̄ are close to zero due to small delays. Thus, more errors
will occur on the estimation of the eigenvectors of user 2 and
user 3 within limited signal frame, which leads to the deteri-
oration of the proposed detector.

In general, the performance of the proposed detector is
more sensitive to the delays of the interfering users com-
pared with the optimal decorrelating detector and the spatio-
temporal decorrelating detector. However, our method is
very simple and only requires the delay of the desired user,
while the spatio-temporal decorrelating detector in [7] re-
quires the knowledge of the delay, the signature sequence of
the desired user, and the desired user’s multipath channel g1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A blind intersymbol decorrelating detector for asynchronous
CDMA systems is proposed. The detector makes use of an
important cross-correlation matrix between adjacent sym-
bols to mitigate the influence of the interfering users. It is
shown that the detector can be easily implemented without
the estimations of the multipath channel and the multipath
length, while a good performance is achieved when the sys-
tem has significant intersymbol interference.

APPENDICES

A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Denote an (N−G)×1 vector by x. The proof of Proposition 1
is equivalent to the proof of the following items:

(1) if xHH̃ = 0, this implies xHŪs = 0,

(2) if xHŪs = 0, this implies xHH̃ = 0.

We consider R̄R̄H , which is given by

R̄R̄H = H̃

[
0 IK−1

IK−1 0

]
H̃HH̃

[
0 IK−1

IK−1 0

]
H̃H

= H̃WH̃H

= ŪsΛ̄sŪH
s ŪsΛ̄sŪH

s

= ŪsΛ̄
2
s Ū

H
s ,

(A.1)

where

W =
[

0 IK−1
IK−1 0

]
H̃HH̃

[
0 IK−1

IK−1 0

]
(A.2)

and the third equality follows from (20). Obviously, R̄R̄H is
positive and has the same eigenvectors as that of R̄. To prove
the first item, we have

xHH̃ = 0 =⇒ xHH̃WH̃Hx = 0

=⇒ xHŪsΛ̄
2
s Ū

H
s x = 0

=⇒ xHŪs = 0,

(A.3)

where the last step follows from the fact that Λ̄2
s is a positive

diagonal matrix. For the second item, the proof is as follows:

xHŪs = 0 =⇒ xHŪsΛ̄
2
s Ū

H
s x = 0

=⇒ xHH̃WH̃Hx = 0

=⇒ xHH̃ = 0.

(A.4)

Similarly, the last step in (A.4) is derived because W is
also positive and of full rank. By using items (1) and (2), we
have (Ūs) = (H̃). In addition, (Ūs) can be easily expressed by
its projection matrix, that is, (Ūs) = range(IN−G − ŪsŪH

s ),
where IN−G− ŪsŪH

s projects any signal onto the null space of
H̃.

B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Based on (15) and the eigendecomposition of (19), the
decorrelating detector for user 1 must satisfy the follow con-
ditions [11]:

d1 =
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1 ∈ range

(
Us
)
,

dH1 h1 > 0, dH1 H̃ = 0.
(B.1)

With (19), the proof of the first condition is equivalent to
the proof of UH

n d1 = 0 since range(Us) = (Un). It is easily
achieved as follows:

UH
n d1 = UH

n

(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1

= UH
n h1 −UH

n ŪsŪH
s h1

= 0,

(B.2)

where the third equality follows from the fact that h1 ∈
range(Us) is orthogonal to Un, and range(Un) = (H̃,h1) be-
longs to the subspace of (H̃) = (Ūs), that is, UH

n Ūs = 0.
Now we consider the second condition. With (20) and

Proposition 1, it is easy to obtain

dH1 h1 = hH1
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
h1 = hH1 ŪnŪH

n h1 > 0,

dH1 H̃ = hH1
(
IN−G − ŪsŪH

s

)
H̃ = 0.

(B.3)

Therefore, d1 is the decorrelating detector of user 1.
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